Release Notes for ACM 11.1

IMPORTANT NOTICES!

Idea Share – Remember to let us know what you’d like to see in future versions!

Remember, Idea Share is an important part of our support services. It allows you to share your enhancement ideas and vote or comment on other enhancement ideas. Idea Share is moderated by the Support Team and ACM Product Manager and ideas with the most votes and comments will be considered for the next release!

Changes to the Active Content Manager’s r.a.d. Editor

When version 12.0 of the Active Content Manager is released, the r.a.d. Editor will no longer be included, but will be replaced by Telerik’s RadAjax Editor.

The RadAjax Editor is available for use with the ACM now. As such, you can elect to make the switch to the new editor now, or wait until ACM 12.0 at which point any parts of the system using the r.a.d. Editor will automatically switch to using the RadAjax Editor.

If you wish to switch to the newer RadAjax Editor now, you must be on ACM 9.3 or later. Please refer to the following link for instructions on how to activate this feature:
https://customerportal.activenetwork.com/View.jsp?procId=28a86c0101a0f7c101abd513cf5923&from=Browse_1ecd66629bc311478601ccae5fea2d72

Once activated, you should be able to switch to the RadAjax Editor immediately. Here are instructions on how to switch over to the new editor once it has been activated:
https://customerportal.activenetwork.com/View.jsp?procId=1cefc1eb4bd4c6d17999f1ab6fc51b0&from=Browse_1ecd66629bc311478601ccae5fea2d72

The following features are part of the current release:

- ACM Hotkey Navigation

  You can now access system menus and page editor tabs using hotkey combinations. System functions that have hotkeys assigned to them display an underlined character that is used in combination with the Ctrl and Alt keys. For example: When in page edit mode, holding down the Ctrl + Alt + w keys will open the Workflow tab. For a complete listing of the new hotkey combinations, see the Buttons, icons and hotkeys online help topic.
ACM Mobile Enhancements

The Mobile page viewing configurations have been enhanced as follows:

- When adding new devices to a page, devices that have already been assigned are grayed out, making selection of new devices easier.
- Templates can now be applied to all children of a page without affecting the parent.
- Devices can be listed alphabetically on the template assignment page.

Archive Manager Enhancement

The Archive Manager now allows you to restore pages and select whether you want to restore them to an Active or an Inactive state.

Article Index Enhancements

The Article Index has been enhanced to allow you to specify certain articles as "feature" articles so that they will be displayed more prominently at the top of the article search results. The page also allows you to save all new articles automatically to a pre-selected "folder" (under a category page) in the Syndication Manager.

Club Listing Enhancements

The Club Listing page type has been enhanced to include a Club Listing Records section that allows you to track and manage Events and Invitations for each club. You can also remove club invitations using this new feature.

Dynamic Layout Page(let) Enhancements

This page type has been updated to allow you to edit and configure a different Title for linked-to pages. You can also create alternate Teaser text for each link.

Site-Level Time Zones

The ACM now differentiates between the system time zone (which defaults to the ACM server time) and a site-level time zone which can be manually set for each site within the ACM. There is a new Time Zone tab in the Sites manager which allows you to control the time zone for each site. See the ACM time zones and system time online help topic for more information.